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I. The Importance of Eternal Purpose Prayer 

1. An eternal purpose church must facilitate an environment and spiritual structure 
for eternal purpose prayer. 

a. As we stated previously, this module is organized into three sections: 1) foundations for building an 
eternal purpose church (first four sessions); 2) a spiritual environment for an eternal purpose church 
(sessions 5-11); and a spiritual structure for an eternal purpose church (sessions 11-13). If you will 
notice, I have listed this session under the categories of spiritual environment and spiritual structure.  

b. The reason is that if a person or church desires to build an eternal purpose church, it is imperative 
that they first create the spiritual environment in the hearts of the believers who attend for eternal 
purpose prayer and also to create regular opportunities for corporate prayer which focuses on God’s 
eternal purpose. I can’t emphasize enough the importance of prayer focused solely on God’s eternal 
purposes and the success of a church with eternal purpose as its objective. Prayer along these lines is 
the engine that drives an eternal purpose church. 

c. Thus, this session serves as a transition session focusing both on the spiritual environment for eternal 
purpose prayer and a spiritual structure for eternal purpose prayer. Both are crucial. 

2. As a way of encouraging those who may not be currently praying eternal purpose 
prayer, I will share briefly our church’s journey toward eternal purpose prayer. 

a. Our home church, Restoration Life Church, began in 1991 and for the first five years had virtually no 
group prayer meetings. We were at that point a cell church and had very little prayer. In 1996, Noel 
Mann, who I have mentioned many times in my writings visited our church for the first time. In one 
of his messages while with us on that first trip, he spoke prophetically that God was calling us to 
become a house of prayer for the nations. It was interesting that when he was speaking this call, a 
ghoulish voice began to come over our sound system saying “NO, NO, NO!” Noel responded “YES, YES, 
YES!” In response to this invitation and the startling opposition to it, we began a weekly prayer 
meeting. We have been meeting almost weekly and in some cases more frequently since that date—
for more than 25 years. 

b. Over that time period, we grew spiritually in our prayer ministry and began to focus more and more 
on issues in America, Israel, and the nations. Our prayer focus most definitely shifted from focus on 
personal needs in our body to issues impacting the nations. However, in 2012 we began to sense that 
what we were doing was not sufficient for what God desired and that we needed to take prayer much 
deeper. We really did not know how or what to do, but we began to ask God what He wanted us to 
do. 

c. Then in 2014, I sensed that my wife, Donna, was to start a ladies prayer group to be focused on 
birthing the man-child of Revelation 12. She did so and the group is still meeting on a regular basis. 
Then in 2015, Terry Bennett ministered at our church and shared in one of the meetings that an 
angelic being entered the room to summons our church to the golden altar. Although the summons 
was most definitely a God moment in the worship service that day, I really did not know what it meant.  
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d. After much prayer asking God to show us what the summons to the golden altar meant for us and 
discussing it with Terry, we began to get understanding on what golden altar prayer involves. 
Concurrently, God began to reveal to us the concept of God’s eternal purpose. Putting these ideas of 
golden altar prayer and eternal purpose together, we now believe we have a solid foundation for what 
the summons to the golden altar represents and the connection of eternal purpose prayer and prayer 
that ascends to the golden altar. 

e. We addressed prayer that ascends to the golden altar in the Session 9 specifically as it relates to end-
time events. As you noted in that session, when the full measure of prayer has been lifted to the 
golden altar both the seal and trumpet judgments are activated. We noted from the last session that 
end-time events are activated in great measure by the prayers of the saints. Thus, prayer that ascends 
to the golden altar is an essential end-time activity of the eternal purpose church. Although this is 
most definitely true, in this session we want to focus on this form of prayer from a much broader 
perspective, that is, prayer that ascends to the golden altar as the overall driving force of an eternal 
purpose church. 

f. Let’s begin by getting a basic understanding of the golden altar. 

II. Understanding the Golden Altar 

1. To lay the proper foundation for eternal purpose prayer, let’s next examine the 
scriptural context for our summons to the golden altar. 

a. We touched on the scriptural support for prayer that ascends to the heavenly golden altar in previous 
sessions; however, to lay the proper foundation for this session, we will summarize the basis for it 
again. The foundation for this type of prayer originates from two passages of scripture in the book of 
Revelation. The first and the one which clearly denotes the prayers that ascend to the golden altar 
comes from Revelation 8:1-5 which reads, 

When the Lamb broke the seventh seal, there was silence in heaven for about half an hour. And I 
saw the seven angels who stand before God, and seven trumpets were given to them. Another 
angel came and stood at the altar, holding a golden censer; and much incense was given to him, 
so that he might add it to the prayers of all the saints on the golden altar which was before the 
throne. And the smoke of the incense, with the prayers of the saints, went up before God out of 
the angel's hand. Then the angel took the censer and filled it with the fire of the altar, and threw 
it to the earth; and there followed peals of thunder and sounds and flashes of lightning and an 
earthquake (Rev. 8:1-5). 

b. The other verse which highlights the heavenly incense bowls being filled reads,  

When He had taken the book, the four living creatures and the twenty-four elders fell down before 
the Lamb, each one holding a harp and golden bowls full of incense, which are the prayers of the 
saints (Rev. 5:8). 

2. Next, it is important that we describe the golden altar in the tabernacle of Moses. 

a. The earthly tabernacle—and the temple of Solomon too—were modeled after the heavenly throne 
room. Notice what is written in Hebrews, “who [the earthly tabernacle] serve as a copy and shadow 
of the heavenly things, just as Moses was warned by God when he was about to erect the tabernacle; 
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for, ‘SEE,’ He says, ‘THAT YOU MAKE all things ACCORDING TO THE PATTERN WHICH WAS SHOWN 
YOU ON THE MOUNTAIN’” (Heb. 8:5). Since the earthly tabernacle is modeled after heaven, let’s make 
sure we understand the symbolism of the golden altar in the tabernacle of Moses so we can also 
understand the purpose of the heavenly golden altar.  

b. As you know, the tabernacle of Moses was divided into three compartments: the outer court which 
was open to everyone; the holy place which was only to be entered by those in the priesthood; and 
the holy of holies which was only to be entered once a year by the high priest on the Day of 
Atonement. There is much we can learn from a study of the tabernacle, but for our purposes we will 
focus only on those points pertinent to understand the golden altar of incense. 

c. The altar of sacrifice was located in the outer court and was made of bronze. This is where the animal 
sacrifices were offered. Immediately beyond the altar of sacrifice was the brazen laver which was a 
large basin used for ritual washing by the priests before they entered the holy place. It too was made 
of bronze. 

d. The third component, the holy of holies, contained one piece of furniture, the ark of the covenant, 
and was where the glory of God dwelt during Israel’s wilderness days. 

e. Of our primary concern is the second compartment of the tabernacle, the holy place. It contained 
three pieces of furniture; the lampstand, the table of shewbread and the altar of incense. Unlike the 
outer court in which the furniture was made of bronze, these pieces of furniture were all made of or 
covered with pure gold. Therefore, the altar of incense located in the holy place was a “golden altar” 
whereas the altar upon which the animal sacrifices were offered was a bronze or brazen altar. From 
this, we deduce that the altar referred to in our passage in the book of Revelation is the heavenly altar 
of incense.  

3. Priests ministered twice daily at the altar of incense. 

a. Twice a day at the same time the animal sacrifices were being offered,  the priests would take coals 
from the altar of sacrifice (the brazen altar) in the outer court in a firepan. They would proceed with 
the coals to the brazen laver to wash themselves so that they would be clean spiritually. They would 
then enter the holy place carrying the fire from the altar of sacrifice after having been cleansed from 
sin and self, and they would use the fire from the altar of sacrifice to burn incense at the altar of 
incense. 

b. Once in the holy place, they would take incense which had been specifically prepared according to a 
precise recipe, mix it with the fire that they had brought into the holy place from the brazen altar. The 
incense mixed with fire would arise toward heaven producing a fragrant aroma—one pleasing to God-
-that filled the room. 

c. The incense used by the priests at the golden altar was made using a very precise formula and it was 
never to be used for personal use. Note this scripture that describes the incense, 

Then the Lord said to Moses, "Take for yourself spices, stacte and onycha and galbanum, spices 
with pure frankincense; there shall be an equal part of each. With it you shall make incense, a 
perfume, the work of a perfumer, salted, pure, and holy. You shall beat some of it very fine, and 
put part of it before the testimony in the tent of meeting where I will meet with you; it shall be 
most holy to you. The incense which you shall make, you shall not make in the same proportions 
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for yourselves; it shall be holy to you for the Lord. Whoever shall make any like it, to use as 
perfume, shall be cut off from his people (Ex. 30:34-38). 

d. The incense was offered regularly, twice a day, and only by priests who had gone through a process 
of sanctification at the brazen laver so as to be prepared as cleansed and set apart vessels. Not by 
accident, the times that the priests ministered at the altar of incense coincided with the designated 
times of prayer in Jewish life. For example, note Luke 1:10, “And the whole multitude of the people 
were in prayer outside [of the temple] at the hour of the incense offering.”  

e. The altar of incense was the closest piece of furniture to the holy of holies, symbolizing the intimacy 
with Jesus that is required to offer acceptable incense to the Lord and the closeness to God’s heart 
that the ministry of intercession represents. The fire used to ignite the incense had to be taken from 
the altar of sacrifice and no other place. Nadab and Abihu offered what was called strange fire to mix 
with the incense at the golden altar. Strange fire was fire that did not come from the fire of the altar 
of sacrifice. This was a serious offense as God released fire came from within the holy of holies and 
consumed them (Lev. 10:1-2) 

f. I think you can easily see the symbolism of the golden altar of Moses’ tabernacle and golden altar 
intercession. The priest’s ministry at the altar of incense characterizes the ministry of intercession 
before the heavenly golden altar. Like the incense being made according to a precise formula, effective 
golden altar intercession is comprised of a very specific type of prayer. It is formulated in such a way 
as to minister to the Lord, His eternal purposes, and His good pleasure, and does not in any way have 
a focus on the personal needs or desires of the believer. Just as the incense could not be used for 
personal use, this type of prayer is not about us. It is not focused on our needs or our desires, 
comforts, or pleasure. It is not about prayer for healing or deliverance as needed as those types of 
prayer are. It is focused on the eternal purposes of God before the fall, before the need for salvation, 
healing, or deliverance. Just like in the tabernacle of Moses, effective golden altar intercession comes 
from one who brings the fire of the altar of sacrifice to the prayer room. The same fire in our hearts 
that surfaces from a life that is laid out on the altar of sacrifice in total surrender causes the incense 
to arise as a sweet aroma to the Lord. A life that has removed all strange fire—that is, fiery passion 
from sources other than the Lord Himself, will be the one who will offer fiery prayers before the Lord 
that impact the throne in these end times. 

g. Now that we have a basic understanding of the golden altar in Moses Tabernacle, its purpose, and its 
clear connection to intercession, let’s next make the connection between prayer that ascends to the 
golden altar and intercession according to God’s eternal purpose. 

III. Connecting Eternal Purpose Prayer to the Heavenly Golden Altar 

1. Not all prayer is eternal purpose prayer. 

a. The scriptures call us to pray for many issues. The scriptures include the invitation to pray for our daily 
needs, jobs, relationships, the lost to be saved, for healing and health, for forgiveness of sins, for those 
in authority, for doors to be opened for the spreading of the gospel, and many other topics and issues. 
These issues and subjects like them are all important and things that we all pray for. I want to make 
this point clear. We should be praying for these types of issues. 
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b. However, I want to make this point clear too. These are not the types of prayers that for the most 
part fill the heavenly incense bowls at the heavenly golden altar. I am NOT saying that the types of 
prayer that I listed previously do not ascend to heaven. They do. Otherwise, they would not be 
answered; even so, these are not eternal purpose prayers that will be used to fill the heavenly incense 
bowls for the purpose of transitioning history to the age to come. 

c. With that made clear, let’s next look at Christ’s heavenly intercession. 

2. From the heavenly golden altar, Christ intercedes according to God’s eternal 
purpose. 

a. Although a little long, let’s repeat a few thoughts about the heavenly golden altar that were shared in 
Session 4. Doing so will serve an important purpose to refresh our memory and to give us insight on 
how we are to pray in accordance with God’s eternal purpose. In Session 4, I wrote, 

The heavenly golden altar symbolizes the eternal Man [Christ] on the throne as 
intercessor who forever makes intercession for the eternal purposes of the Godhead. In 
Moses tabernacle, the golden altar, not to be confused with the brazen altar on which 
animal sacrifices were made, stood in the Holy Place and was the place where incense 
was offered by the priesthood every morning and evening. The incense so offered was to 
burn continuously arising to the Lord as a sweet aroma. The incense was not formulated 
haphazardly but was made according to a very precise formula. The incense was referred 
to as being holy to the Lord and was not to be used for the people’s personal use (Ex. 
30:34-38). 

The incense offered on the golden altar in Moses’ tabernacle was a symbol of the prayers 
and intercession of the priesthood going up to God as a sweet fragrance. The picture of 
prayers rising to heaven like incense is captured in David’s psalm, “May my prayer be 
counted as incense before You; the lifting up of my hands as the evening offering” (Psalm 
141:2). 

It is also worthy of note that whereas in Moses’ tabernacle the golden altar was in the 
Holy Place into which the priesthood entered daily, in the book of Hebrews the golden 
altar is described to be in the Holy of Holies (Heb. 9:3-4) into which only the high priest 
could enter and then only once a year. The heavenly golden altar as a part of the throne 
symbolizes Christ’s role as intercessor before the Father. Hebrews records,  

Now there have been many of those priests, since death prevented them 
from continuing in office; but because Jesus lives forever, he has a 
permanent priesthood. Therefore he is able to save completely those 
who come to God through him, because he always lives to intercede for 
them…For the law appoints as high priests men who are weak; but the 
oath, which came after the law, appointed the Son, who has been made 
perfect forever. The point of what we are saying is this: We do have such 
a high priest, who sat down at the right hand of the throne of the Majesty 
in heaven, and who serves in the sanctuary, the true tabernacle set up by 
the Lord, not by man (Heb. 7:23-8:2, NIV). 
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The eternal Man on the throne intercedes before the Father, but not in a random manner. 
Just like the incense of the tabernacle was comprised of a very precise formula that was 
holy to the Lord, He intercedes according to a very precise plan—God’s eternal purpose, 
plan, and thought. The Man on the throne ever lives to make intercession for us, “yes”, 
but not in a random way to meet our every whim or self-centered desire. He intercedes 
according to the will of the Father and the eternal purposes established before the 
foundation of the world (Rom. 8:27-28). 

3. As a people involved in an eternal purpose church, we are to pray in agreement 
with the intercession from the throne. 

a. As just stated, the heavenly golden altar pictures Christ on the throne as intercessor who ever lives 
making intercession, but as we have stated not just any intercession—intercession based on God’s 
eternal purpose! Also noted is that the incense is to be of a very precise nature based on the formula 
prescribed by the Lord—in this case prayer based on God’s eternal purpose.  

b. Therefore, intercession arising to the golden altar is not to be random; not to be focused on personal 
needs; not to be focused even on our own nation’s national interests; but is to be prayer according to 
a very precise plan—God’s eternal purpose, plan, and thought.  

c. Matthew 18:19 reads, “Again I say to you, that if two of you agree on earth about anything that they 
may ask, it shall be done for them by My Father who is in heaven”. Obviously, this verse is speaking 
of two people on earth praying in agreement and how that motivates answered prayer in heaven. 
Even so, the principle is the same for our agreement with heavenly intercession. As the following verse 
makes clear, the Holy Spirit within us is interceding in agreement with God’s eternal purpose from a 
heavenly perspective, “…the Spirit Himself intercedes for us with groanings too deep for words; and 
He who searches the hearts knows what the mind of the Spirit is, because He intercedes for the saints 
according to the will of God” (Rom. 8:26-27).  

d. As the church prays in agreement with eternal purpose intercession going on in heaven, then prayers 
will be answered. It is incumbent upon the church to learn to pray in accordance with God’s eternal 
purpose so as to be praying in agreement with the intercession taking place at the heavenly golden 
altar. As the prayers of the saints arise as a sweet fragrant incense according to the heavenly formula, 
great things will be activated.   

e. To do this, the corporate man must learn to pray as a company of intercessors focused on God’s 
eternal purpose from a heavenly perspective—that is, prayer that will ascend to the heavenly golden 
altar and come into agreement with God’s eternal purpose. 

f. Therefore, the prayers of the saints that contribute to the filling of the heavenly incense bowls before 
the heavenly golden altar must not be haphazardly man-focused prayers but prayer  in agreement 
with the mediation of Christ who stands before the heavenly golden altar interceding for God’s eternal 
purposes. Men and women who want to offer prayer that ascends to the golden altar must take their 
place in intercession partnering with Christ as He intercedes according to God’s eternal purpose. This 
type of prayer will go up before God and activate God’s kingdom and eternal plan (Rev. 8:4-5). 

g. In our final section of this session, let’s share a few more principles about eternal purpose prayer. 
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IV. Principles for Eternal Purpose Prayer 

1. Eternal purpose prayer is the engine that drives an eternal purpose church. 

a. We have touched on this vital point already in this session, but it is worth repeating. Regular prayer 
offered by the gathered church into God’s eternal purposes is absolutely critical to the effectiveness 
of an eternal purpose church. As I am sure you are well aware, merely teaching on God’s eternal 
purposes will not transform the people of God into a people who live in accordance with and radically 
pursue God’s eternal purpose. The goal of an eternal purpose church is not merely to have as its focus 
God’s eternal purpose. Rather it is to have a people who are radically pursuing making themselves 
ready as a bride for Christ, as overcoming mature sons by growing in union and intimacy with Christ 
and into a greater measure of the image of Christ. With this as the objective, prayer into God’s eternal 
purpose and the various issues related to it is absolutely essential to seeing it happen. 

b. If our churches are to come into these lofty ideals, there must be prayer for the church we lead to be 
transformed in such ways. Furthermore, if we are to be used as messengers and master builders to 
help other churches accomplish these same objectives, we must have prayer for the churches we are 
helping to be transformed in accordance with God’s purposes. 

c. Therefore, we must recognize that prayer is absolutely necessary for the building of an effective 
ministry. We know that Jesus said that His house had to be a house of prayer, and in a similar manner 
an eternal purpose church must become a house of prayer for God’s eternal purposes. Eternal 
purpose prayer is the engine that will drive the eternal purpose church. 

d. Because of this truth, it is a mandate upon those called to build an eternal purpose church that they 
facilitate both the spiritual environment and the spiritual structure for eternal purpose prayer that 
will ascend to the heavenly golden altar. In the same vein, for those called as messengers and master 
builders, it is just as much a mandate that they create the same environment and structure to pray 
into God’s eternal purposes to emerge in those to whom God has connected them whether they be 
other individuals, churches or movements.  

2. Eternal purpose prayer is to be from the perspective of the good pleasure of the 
heavenly Father rather than the comfort, blessing, or pleasure of man. 

a. When you read the first chapter of Ephesians, the Bible’s chapter which gives the most in-depth 
introduction and overview of eternal purpose, you quickly see that it is first and foremost about God 
and His good pleasure. Certainly we are blessed beyond our wildest imaginations when we come into 
God’s eternal purpose; even so, the focus of God’s eternal purpose is God not man. As the book of 
Ephesians makes clear, God’s eternal plan and thought is above all for the good pleasure of the 
Godhead.  

b. Most people believe that God’s purposes are centered on man’s need rather than God’s pleasure. 
While most believe this, it is not the truth. God’s eternal purpose is rooted not in man but in the 
Father heart of God. In eternity past, in the heart of the Father was the desire for a large family to 
share in the intimate love relationship of the Godhead. God desired a family of sons who would be 
like the Son in nature and character, a bride for His Son, and a temple in which they could all dwell for 
the Holy Spirit. Thus, eternal purpose is centered in the heart of the Father for His beloved Son and 
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for a family for Himself and the other members of the Godhead. God’s Fatherhood is the controlling 
and ultimate factor which determined His eternal purpose and plan for man, not man’s need due to 
the fall. God does want good things for us and included in His eternal purpose are abundant blessings 
beyond anything we could ever imagine; nonetheless, His eternal purpose is rooted in His having a 
family in union with Him to be with Him and partner with Him as His representatives to the creation 
forever.  

c. Let’s do a brief word study to make sure we know that the scriptures teach this. This verse appears in 
God’s eternal purpose chapter, “He [the heavenly Father] predestined us to adoption as sons through 
Jesus Christ to Himself, according to the kind intention of His will” (Eph. 1:5). When you initially read 
this verse, it sounds like eternal purpose is focused on man rather than God. This reading suggests 
that God’s focus in bringing about His eternal purpose is to do kind things for man. In other words, 
this suggests a man-focused approach rather than a God-focused approach. Let’s dig a little deeper 
into the italicized phrase. The Greek word used for kind intention more precisely should be translated 
good pleasurei as it is in several translations including the New King James Version. This distinction 
changes everything. Rather than God’s purpose being about the salvation of man, restoring what was 
lost due to the fall, or providing us with money and happiness, God’s purpose is rooted in the desire 
of the heavenly Father for a family of likeminded sons who will also become a wife for His Son—
whether the fall would have happened or not—and to abide in this relationship forever. Therefore, 
eternal purpose prayer is rooted in praying into issues and topics that bring about the good pleasure 
of the Father according to His will and His eternal purpose. 

3. Eternal purpose prayer is essentially praying into the topics discussed in this class. 

a. We have talked about a lot of topics in this class as we have discussed God’s eternal purpose. In simple 
terms, eternal purpose prayer is to pray for the fulfillment of these components of God’s eternal 
purpose. When we do so by the leadership of the Holy Spirit, we are in fact praying on earth in 
agreement with Christ in heaven. 

b. According to this guideline, topics like praying for the bride to emerge in fullness, the corporate man 
child to arise, overcoming sons to emerge in the earth, the bride to make herself ready, for Christ to 
be formed in fullness in a people, and subjects like these are all categories of eternal purpose prayer. 

c. Another line of prayer that would qualify as eternal purpose prayer is to pray into the prayers written 
in the scriptures. Some call these the apostolic prayers. Paul’s prayer for revelation of God’s eternal 
purpose recorded in Ephesians 1:15-23 is one excellent example. Another is Paul’s prayer for people 
to come forth in the full measure of God’s eternal purpose recorded in Colossians 1:9-14. Still another 
would be Paul’s prayer in Philippians 1:9-11 in which Paul prayed for love for God to abound, real 
knowledge and discernment, and to be filled with the fruit of righteousness which comes only through 
Christ. Jesus’ high priestly prayer recorded in John 17 is another excellent example of an eternal 
purpose prayer.  

d. Another line of prayer evolves from the scriptures written by the apostles. Here we are not speaking 
of the prayers written in the New Testament but concepts mentioned by Paul, John, Peter, and Christ 
Himself. Concepts like the following are good examples, “My children, with whom I am again in labor 
until Christ is formed in you” (Gal. 4:19) and "I have been crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I 
who live, but Christ lives in me” (Gal. 2:20). 
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e. There are really many possibilities. Just start using these brief instructions and you will be surprised 
how you grow in praying in this new way because the Holy Spirit is waiting on you to begin. 

4. We have organized prayer that will ascend to the golden altar and fill the heavenly 
incense bowls into three broad categories. 

a. Prayer that will fill the bowls at the heavenly golden altar is prayer focused on God’s eternal, 
kingdom or end-time purposes. At this point in our journey of praying eternal purpose prayers, we 
believe we are to pray into three major prayer categories according to God’s eternal purposes for 
the church age. We hold this idea loosely as God may very well either expand or contract our prayer 
focus.  

b. Although there are many prayer points within each category, we list three major prayer emphases 
which we believe will help fill the heavenly incense bowls. They are: 1) the church to arise in 
accordance with God’s eternal purpose for the church age, 2) prayer for the nations from a heavenly 
perspective, and 3) spiritual warfare against the forces of evil as it relates to God’s end-time and 
eternal purposes. 

c. The apostle Paul wrote these words to the Galatian church, “My children, with whom I am again in 
labor until Christ is formed in you” (Gal. 4:19). Paul was involved in intense intercession for the church 
to have Christ formed in them in fullness. He labored in prayer, even travailing at times for the 
corporate man to come forth in the fullness of God’s original intent and eternal purpose. Just as Paul 
prayed, we too are to pray for the coming forth of individual lives and the corporate church globally 
into conformity to the image of Christ.  

d. In addition to praying for God’s eternal purpose to be fulfilled in the lives of individual believers, 
Golden altar prayer will also include prayer for the nations from a heavenly perspective. God desires 
every nation in the earth to be significantly represented in the emergence of the corporate man in 
fullness. Therefore, a second area of focus is prayer for the nations. Jesus said that when He returned 
a part of His judgment would be to separate sheep nations which will be allowed to enter the 
millennial kingdom from goat nations which will not (Matt. 25:31-46). There is much that can be said 
about this but space does not permit; however, the point is that God desires every nation to ultimately 
become a sheep nation. The prayers for our nations are normally prayed from an earthly perspective. 
The prayers of most Christians for their nations are primarily focused on avoiding major disruptions 
to our lifestyle, peace and comfort. This leads me to the primary point for this section. Eternal purpose 
prayers for the nations must be prayed from a heavenly perspective, not an earthly one. In the crucial 
days in which we live—times in which we were born for such a time as this—we must take our prayer 
for the nations to heavenly ground. We must pray with the attitude of whatever it takes in our nations 
bring it to Christ in the ultimate way possible. We must pray for the nation to be open to the true 
gospel and many things like this. No longer can we pray to sustain our Babylonian cultures just 
because we want comfort and prosperity in our godless lands. We must come into agreement with 
heaven and pray according to God’s thought and plan. 

e. Golden altar prayer will also include spiritual warfare to oppose the works of the enemy in the nations 
and to enforce the victory won at the cross upon the enemy. Throughout history, the people of God 
have been in a battle with the enemy. This will crescendo in major ways as we approach the end times. 
Genesis 3:15 records the first prophecy about the epic battle between God’s seed and the enemy. It 
reads, “And I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your seed and her seed; He 
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shall bruise you on the head, and you shall bruise him on the heel" (Gen. 3:15). Another scripture we 
must consider is Revelation 12:7-9, 

And there was war in heaven, Michael and his angels waging war with the dragon. The dragon 
and his angels waged war, and they were not strong enough, and there was no longer a place 
found for them in heaven. And the great dragon was thrown down, the serpent of old who 
is called the devil and Satan, who deceives the whole world; he was thrown down to the 
earth, and his angels were thrown down with him (Rev. 12:7-9). 

f. So, let’s summarize these passages. The church is in a battle with the devil and his demons. It is not 
the kingdoms of the world we fight but the spiritual forces behind them. The seed of the woman, who 
is Christ and all who in Christ take on His nature in fullness, will take up this battle with the seed of 
the serpent—the antichrist, the false prophet, and the great harlot. At some point, in the end times, 
the dragon and his demons will be thrown to the earth from their place in the second heaven. And at 
the end of the great tribulation period, Jesus and His overcoming church will return to earth and crush 
the antichrist on the head transitioning the earth so as to make the kingdoms of the world become 
the kingdoms of the Lord and of His Christ. 

g. At the conference during which we received the summons to the golden altar, Terry Bennett made 
several points about the spiritual warfare element to golden altar prayer. He spoke prophetically to 
Restoration Life Church these words which we believe to be for others as well, 

Can I be prophetic for a moment? God would move you (speaking directly to RLC) into the 
establishment of an altar—a warriors’ altar. So that this demonic power over Atlanta and 
others like it can be directly resisted in their operation and in their purpose by the offering of 
prayers upon an altar that is in accordance with the will of God for Atlanta. What is the will of 
God for this city. What is the will of God for Marietta. What is the plan of God for the city. Is 
that not obvious that this is not what is being said. It is not what is being shown. So that Atlanta 
would be the entertainment capital. Hollywood would move to Atlanta. I hope nobody says 
yahoo to that. I have another word—go back to where you came from. Hollywood coming 
would bring decadence. But to fight for the will of God for the city. I want to stir up a warring 
spirit tonight. Take hold of the promises of God for the city. It has not gone too far. It still can 
be changed. It does not matter whether we win or not but we will meet them in battle none 
the less.  Carry the burden for the city. Is there sufficiency to get a people out in Atlanta a 
remnant awake. Is there enough in the room tonight who realize that our purpose is greater 

than what we are experiencing but for bringing in the kingdom of God.ii  

h. Just like Esther partnered with the king to defeat Haman and his 10 sons, the church will partner with 
Jesus in its spiritual warfare to bring down the antichrist kingdom and the great harlot. We will do this 
in prayer, but not just any type of prayer. We must take up an aggressive form of prayer so as to war. 
God is looking not for passive resisters, but mighty warriors to enforce Christ’s victory on the enemy. 

5. We can grow in our eternal purpose intercession by growing in knowledge of the 
Person of Christ and His eternal purpose. 

a. When Peter confessed to the Lord that he now knew that Jesus was the Christ, the Son of the living 
God, Jesus told him that he could only get this type of knowledge in no other way than by revelation 
provided by the heavenly Father (Matt. 16:16-17). We also see the importance of revelation 
knowledge of Christ in Paul’s prayer for the church to get revelation knowledge of the Person of Christ 
and of the riches of Christ’s eternal inheritance in the saints (Eph. 1:15-19). 
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b. The point is that revelation knowledge of the Person of Christ, of God’s eternal purpose, and Christ’s 
inheritance in the saints and how that affects the church will radically change every one of us. All of 
us have only a very small amount of revelation knowledge of Christ, but all of us can get more as we 
pray for it. Those we lead in our churches can get more and more revelation too as we faithfully pray 
for them to get knowledge of Christ and His eternal purposes. 

c. I know for me the more revelation I have gotten about eternal purpose and Christ of whom it is all 
about, I have developed more and more of a hunger to pursue it radically, to abandon all else for it, 
and to devote the rest of my life to it. To summarize, an ever-increasing revelation knowledge of 
Christ, God’s eternal purpose, and the church’s invitation into it will greatly enhance your ability to 
pray fervently into prayer that will ascend to the golden altar. 

6. As we begin to pray this way, the burden of the Lord will direct us as to how to 
pray each time we gather for eternal purpose prayer. 

a. The verse we mentioned earlier in which Paul labored until Christ was formed in a people just as 
accurately should read that Paul travailed as a woman in labor to give birth until Christ was formed.iii 
As every woman who has given birth would know that to travail carries with it a burden, a cry, an 
intensity like virtually nothing else. This type of intensity of eternal purpose intercession will be 
needed to birth the eternal purpose church within a people so that they will want it, radically pursue 
it, and abandon all lower purposes to have it. 

b. The leadership at our home church has recently begun to realize the absolute need for the burden of 
the Lord to come upon us in order to pray with the type of intensity that Paul exhibits. Because of 
this, we begin our eternal purpose prayer gatherings by asking the Holy Spirit for the burden of the 
Lord to come upon us. He has faithfully answered this prayer. As the burden falls, some times travail 
comes and other times it doesn’t, but what does happen is that a real sensing of what God wants us 
to focus on for that prayer session does emerge. Therefore, as you begin to pray into God’s eternal 
purposes, we encourage you to first invite the anointing of the Holy Spirit to come upon you and more 
specifically for the burden of the Lord to fall upon the group. We will grow in authority in our prayers 
as we take up His burden and pursue His eternal purpose prayer in our own life and church. 

7. As leaders of an eternal purpose church, we must give the people we lead 
understanding of eternal purpose prayer and then establish regular times for the 
church to gather for prayer focused entirely on eternal purposes. 

a. As we mentioned at the beginning of this session, eternal purpose prayer is both a spiritual 
environment that must be created and a spiritual structure that must be established. We have focused 
mostly on understanding what it is and how to grow in it. Before we close this session, we want to 
discuss briefly the need to create a spiritual environment and a spiritual structure for eternal purpose 
prayer. First, let’s talk about creating a spiritual environment. At our home church, when we first 
received the summons to the golden altar, the backlash from that heavenly invitation was significant 
and surprising to me. I had been asking the Lord for how to fulfill His mandate to us for deeper prayer. 
So, I was excited. But most in our midst were not. Our people do not normally grumble or complain 
too much, but I must confess, there was a lot of grumbling about having to change the way we prayed. 
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I had to do a lot of teaching and explaining about the golden altar and eternal purpose prayer. The 
problem for me too was that I was trying to learn it myself at the same time.  

b. The point I want to make here is that it will take much effort on your part as a pastor or leader to 
create the spiritual environment for the people you lead to change the way they have prayed for years 
or even decades. It will require teaching, explaining, modeling, and practicing how to do it and 
steadfastness and determination not to quit as the people resist or revert back to their old way of 
praying. In our experience, our spiritual environment has changed significantly but it has taken about 
2 years of regularly emphasizing it to get us where we are now. The two things that helped a lot were 
helping the people get understanding about the golden altar and then even more so the teaching on 
God’s eternal purpose. As they understand these two important topics, they will naturally understand 
how to pray according to God’ eternal purposes. 

c. In addition to creating a spiritual environment for eternal purpose prayer, you must also establish 
opportunities for eternal purpose prayer to take place. There is not one set way to do this. Your church 
schedule will dictate how you facilitate eternal purpose prayer. For our home church, we established 
different prayer opportunities specifically for eternal purpose prayer. As I am writing this module, we 
currently have three different groups that meet regularly for eternal purpose prayer. We have another 
group that meets weekly to pray for the needs of individuals, and one other group for leaders to pray 
for the church vision and other issues that might arise from time to time. You will be able to set up 
times that fit into what God would have you to do. But both creating the proper understanding and 
ability to pray this way in your people (spiritual environment) and opportunities to pray this way will 
be crucial for you to create an eternal purpose church. 

d. As we conclude this session on creating both a spiritual environment and a spiritual structure for 
eternal purpose intercession, I want to encourage you to take what you have read in this session and 
just begin. You might not totally understand it at first, but understanding will increase and your 
anointing and authority will increase too on this vital issue. We will not build an eternal purpose 
church without a significant measure of prayer focused on eternal purpose and the specifics 
mentioned in this session. Therefore, just do it and see what happens. 

 

i NT:2107  (Biblesoft's New Exhaustive Strong's Numbers and Concordance with Expanded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary. Copyright © 1994, 2003, 
2006, 2010 Biblesoft, Inc. and International Bible Translators, Inc.) 
ii Prophetic word given by Terry Bennett to Restoration Life Church, July 17, 2015 while ministering at the church. 
iii NT:5605 oodinoo; (from Thayer's Greek Lexicon, Electronic Database. Copyright © 2000, 2003, 2006 by Biblesoft, Inc. All rights reserved.) 

                                                           


